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Abstra t
We onstru t a new data set of onsumption and in ome data for the largest U.S. metropolitan areas, and we show that the extent of risk-sharing between regions varies substantially over
time. In times when US housing

ollateral is s ar e nationally, regional

onsumption is about

twi e as sensitive to in ome sho ks. We also do ument higher sensitivity in regions with lower
housing ollateral. Household-level borrowing fri tions an explain this new stylized fa t. When
the value of housing relative to human wealth falls, loan

ollateral shrinks, borrowing (risk-

sharing) de lines, and the sensitivity of onsumption to in ome in reases. Our model aggregates
heterogeneous, borrowing- onstrained households into regions hara terized by a ommon housing market. The resulting regional onsumption patterns quantitatively mat h those in the data.
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Introdu tion

On average, US metropolitan areas share only a modest fra tion of region-spe i in ome risk. But
this fra tion varies substantially over time. A ording to our estimates, the fra tion of regional
in ome risk that is traded away, more than doubles when we ompare the lowest to the highest
ollateral s ar ity period in postwar US data. A se ond and related stylized fa t is that the the
dispersion of regional onsumption ex eeds the dispersion of regional in ome.1 We will refer to this
as the dispersion anomaly.
We propose an equilibrium model of household risk sharing that produ es the time-variation in
regional risk sharing as well as the dispersion anomaly. The model adds a regional dimension to
the model of Lustig and Van Nieuwerburgh (2005), a ru ial extension to generate the dispersion
anomaly. Within ea h region, households fa e a sto hasti in ome pro ess that has a householdspe i and a region-spe i omponent. What prevents perfe t onsumption insuran e is that
households an share in ome risk only to the extent that borrowing is ollateralized by housing
wealth. Human wealth is not ollateralizable. The key ingredient for repli ating the dispersion
anomaly is that borrowing onstraints operate at the household level. Su h onstraints are mu h
tighter than the onstraints that would be fa ed by a stand-in agent at the regional level. Be ause
there is some intra-regional risk-sharing, household onsumption as a share of regional onsumption
is usually less dispersed than household in ome within a region. Aggregation to the regional level
produ es inter-regional onsumption dispersion that ex eeds regional in ome dispersion, at least
when housing ollateral is suÆ iently s ar e. The key ingredient for repli ating the time-variation
in the degree of risk sharing is variation in the value of housing ollateral. Variation in the housing
supply and the equilibrium house pri e shift the e e tiveness of the household risk sharing te hnology over time. A redu tion in the value of housing ollateral tightens the household ollateral
onstraints, ausing regional onsumption to respond more to regional in ome sho ks. The ratio
of in ome-to- onsumption dispersion in reases as ollateral be omes s ar er.
The null hypothesis of perfe t insuran e is usually tested by proje ting regional onsumption
growth on in ome growth. The ollateral e e t in our model introdu es an additional intera tion
term of region-spe i in ome growth with housing ollateral. A ording to the theory, the sign
on this intera tion term should be negative. When ollateral is s ar e, a sho k to region-spe i
in ome leads to a larger hange in region-spe i onsumption. We run this linear regression
on a tual data and on data generated by our alibrated model. In the a tual data, the sign on
the intera tion term is indeed negative. The housing ollateral e e t is e onomi ally signi ant.
A related but distin t quantity anomaly {the orrelation of onsumption growth is lower than that of output
growth{ has previously been do umented in international (e.g. Ba kus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992), and Lewis (1996))
and in state-level data (e.g. Atkeson and Bayoumi (1993), Hess and Shin (2000) and Cru ini (1999)).
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Housing ollateral s ar ity in the 95th per entile of the empiri al distribution is asso iated with 42%
of region-spe i in ome sho ks being shared, while ollateral s ar ity in the 5th per entile level
orresponds to regions sharing 86% of in ome risk. The same regression on model-generated data
for onsumption and in ome repli ates these results. The advantage of this risk-sharing test, based
on the intera tion e e t of the ollateral measure and in ome growth, is that is more spe i than
the standard regression, and the appropriate test for our ollateral model. There is eviden e from
the ross-se tion as well. The in ome elasti ity of onsumption growth doubles in the quartile of
regions with the least ollateral, ompared to those regions in the highest quartile.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 sets up the model, hara terizes
equilibrium allo ations and pri es, alibrates, and omputes it. Se tion 3 des ribes the data and
ompares the results from the linear onsumption growth regressions in the model and in the data.
Se tion 4 presents additional eviden e for the housing ollateral me hanism. We nd similar results
for Canadian provin es and nd that there is also a positive relationship between the degree of risk
sharing and regional measures of ollateral. Se tion 5 on ludes.
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A Theory of Time-Varying Risk Sharing

In this se tion we provide a model that repli ates two key features of the observed regional onsumption and in ome distribution. First, the average ratio of the ross-se tional onsumption dispersion
to in ome dispersion is larger than one, i.e. the dispersion anomaly. Se ond, this ratio in reases as
housing ollateral be omes s ar er.
The model is a dynami general equilibrium model that approximates the modest fri tions inhibiting perfe t risk-sharing in advan ed e onomies like the US. The model is based on two ideas:
that debts an only be enfor ed to the extent that they an be ollateralized, and that the primary
sour e of ollateral is housing. Our emphasis on housing, rather than nan ial assets, re e ts three
features of the US e onomy: the parti ipation rate in housing markets is very high (2/3 of households own their home), the value of the residential real estate makes up over seventy- ve per ent
of total assets for the median household (Survey of Consumer Finan es, 2001), and housing is a
prime sour e of ollateral.
We relax the assumption in the Lu as (1978) endowment e onomy that ontra ts are perfe tly
enfor eable, following Alvarez and Jermann (2000), and allow households to le for bankrupt y,
following Chien and Lustig (2009). Ea h household owns part of the housing sto k. Housing
provides both utility servi es and ollateral servi es. When a household hooses not to honor its
debt repayments, it loses all housing ollateral but its labor in ome is prote ted from reditors.
Defaulting households regain immediate a ess to redit markets. The la k of ommitment gives
2

rise to ollateral onstraints whose tightness depends on the relative abundan e of housing ollateral.
As a result, the e e tiveness of the household risk sharing te hnology endogenously varies over time
due to movements in the value of housing ollateral.2
The se tion starts with a des ription of the environment in 2.1 and market stru ture in 2.2. We
then provide a hara terization of equilibrium allo ations in se tion 2.3. The model gives rise to
a simple, non-linear risk-sharing rule. The model has two levels of heterogeneity: households and
regions. The key fri tion, ollateralized borrowing, operates at the household level. We onstru t
regional onsumption and in ome by aggregating a ross households in a region. We show in 2.4
that the household ollateral onstraints give rise to tighter onstraints at the regional level than
those that would arise if there was a representative agent in ea h region. Se tion 2.5 alibrates
the model and se tion 2.6 explains the omputational pro edure. Se tion 2.7 simulates the model.
It shows that the aggregation from the household to the regional level generates the dispersion
anomaly at the regional level. In the next se tion, we use the same simulated data to estimate
linear onsumption growth regressions at the regional level.
2.1

Un ertainty, Preferen es and Endowments

We onsider an e onomy with a ontinuum of regions. There are two types of in nitely lived
households in ea h of these regions, and households annot move between regions.
Un ertainty There are three layers of un ertainty: an event s onsists of x , y , and z . We use s t

to denote the history of events s t = (x t ; y t ; z t ); where x t 2 X t denotes the history of household
events, y t 2 Y t denotes the history of regional events and z t 2 Z t denotes the history of aggregate
events. (s t js0) denotes the probability of history s t , onditional on observing s0 .
The household-level event x is rst-order Markov, and the x sho ks are independently and
identi ally (hen eforth i.i.d.) distributed a ross regions. In our alibration below, x takes on one of
two values, high (hi ) or low (lo ). When x = hi , the rst household in that region is in the high
state, and, the se ond household is in the low state. When x = lo , the rst household is in the
low state. The region-level event y is also rst-order Markov and it is i.i.d. a ross regions. We will
appeal to a law of large numbers (LLN) when integrating a ross households in di erent regions.3
Preferen es The households j in ea h region i rank onsumption plans onsisting of (non-durable)




non-housing onsumption tij (s t ) and housing servi es htij (s t ) a ording to the obje tive fun Ortalo-Magne and Rady (2002), Ortalo-Magne and Rady (2006) and Pavan (2005) have also developed models
that deliver this feature.
The usual aveat applies when applying the LLN; we impli itly assume the te hni al onditions outlined by Uhlig
(1996) are satis ed.
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tion in equation (1).
U ( ; h) =

1
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where is the time dis ount fa tor, ommon to all regions. The households have power utility over
a CES- omposite onsumption good:
1
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h
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t

"
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"
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The preferen e parameter > 0 onverts the housing sto k into a servi e ow, is the oeÆ ient
of relative risk aversion, and " is the intra-temporal elasti ity of substitution between non-durable
and housing servi es onsumption.4
Endowments Ea h of the households, indexed by j , in a region, indexed by i , is endowed with a


laim to a labor in ome stream tij (xt ; yt ; z t ) . The aggregate non-housing endowment fta (z t )g
is the sum of the household endowments in all regions:
ta (z t ) =

X
yt

z (yt )ti (yt ; z t )

where z (yt ) denotes the fra tion of regions that draws aggregate state z . Likewise, the regional

non-housing endowment ti (yt ; z t ) is the sum of the individual endowments of the households in
that region:
X
ti (yt ; z t ) =
tij (xt ; yt ; z t ):
j =1;2

The left hand side does not depend on xt , be ause the two household endowments always sum to
the regional endowment, regardless of whether the rst household is in the high or the low state.
Ea h region i re eives a share of the aggregate non-housing endowment denoted by ^ti (yt ; zt ) 
0. Thus, regional in ome shares are de ned as in the empiri al se tion: ^ti (yt ; zt ) = (y(z;z) ) .
Household j 's labor endowment share in region i , measured as a fra tion of the regional endowment
share, is denoted ^tj (xt )  0. The shares add up to one within ea h region: ^t1(xt ) + ^t2(xt ) = 1.
The level of the labor endowment of household j in region i an be written as:
i
t

a
t

t

t

t

tij (xt ; yt ; z t ) = ^tj (xt )^ti (yt ; zt )ta(z t ):

In addition, ea h region is endowed with a sto hasti stream of non-negative housing servi es
These preferen es belong to the lass of homotheti power utility fun tions of Ei henbaum and Hansen (1990).
The spe ial ase of separability orresponds to " = 1.
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it (y t ; z t )  0. In ontrast to non-housing onsumption, the housing servi es annot be transported
a ross regions. We will ome ba k to the assumptions we make on i at the end of se tion 2.3.
So far, we have made the following assumptions about the endowment pro esses:
Assumption 1. The household-spe i labor endowment share ^j only depends on xt . The regional
in ome share ^ti only depends on (yt ; zt ). The events (x; y; z ) follow a rst-order Markov pro ess.
2.2

Trading

We set up an Arrow-Debreu e onomy where all trade takes pla e at time zero, after observing the
initial state s0 .5 We denote the present dis ounted value of any endowment stream fd g after a
P
P
 t
 t
t
history s t as s [fd (s  )g℄, de ned by s js 1
 =t [p (s js ) d (s js )℄, where pt (s ) denotes the
Arrow-Debreu pri e of a unit of non-housing onsumption in history s t .
Households in ea h region pur hase a omplete, state- ontingent onsumption plan
t



t

 ij ij t
ij ij t 1
t (0 ; s ); ht (0 ; s ) t =0

where 0ij denotes initial non-labor wealth.6 They are subje t to a single time zero budget onstraint
whi h states that the present dis ounted value of non-housing and housing onsumption must not
ex eed the present dis ounted value of the labor in ome stream and the initial non-labor wealth:
 ij ij t
i (s t )h ij ( ij ; s t )  6  ij
(

;
s
)
+

t 0
t 0
t
0
0

s

 ij t 
t (s ) ;
0

+ s

(2)

where it (s t ) denotes the rental pri e of housing servi es in region i .

Collateral Constraints In this time-zero-trading e onomy, ollateral onstraints restri t the value

of a household's onsumption laim net of its labor in ome laim to be non-negative:
s

t

 ij ij 
 ij
i  ij ij  
 
 (0 ; s ) +  (s )h (0 ; s )  s t  (x ; y ; z ) :

(3)

The left hand side denotes the value of adhering to the ontra t following node s t ; the right hand
side the value of default. Default implies the loss of all housing ollateral wealth, and a fresh
start with the present value of future labor in ome. The households in ea h region are subje t to a
sequen e of ollateral onstraints, one for ea h future state s  . These onstraints are not too tight,
The same allo ation an also be de entralized with sequential trade.
ij denotes the value of household j 's initial laim to housing wealth, as well as any other nan ial wealth that is in
zero net aggregate supply. We refer to this as non-labor wealth. The initial distribution of non-labor wealth is denoted
.
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in the sense of Alvarez and Jermann (2000), in an environment where agents annot be ex luded
from trading.7
These onstraints di er from the typi al solven y onstraints that de entralize onstrained efient allo ations in environments with ex lusion from trading upon default.8
De nition 1. A Kehoe-Levine equilibrium is a list of allo ations f tij (0ij ; s t )g; fhtij (0ij ; s t )g and pri es
fit (s t )g; fpt (s t )g su h that, for a given initial distribution 0 over non-labor wealth holdings and
initial states (0; s0 ), (i) the allo ations solve the household problem, (ii) the markets lear in all
states of the world:
Consumption markets lear for all t; z t :
X XZ

j =1;2 x t ;y t

ij ij t t t  (x
t (0 ; x ; y ; z )

j
j

t; y t; zt x ; y ; z )
0 0 0
d 0
t
(z z0)

= ta (z t )

Housing markets in ea h region i lear for all t; x t ; y t ; z t :
X

j =1;2
2.3

htij (0ij ; x t ; y t ; z t ) = it (y t ; z t ):

Equilibrium Allo ations

To hara terize the equilibrium onsumption dynami s we use sto hasti onsumption weights that
des ribe the onsumption of ea h household as a fra tion of the aggregate endowment (see appendix
A for a omplete derivation). Instead of solving a so ial planner problem, we hara terize equilibrium
allo ations and pri es dire tly o the household's ne essary and suÆ ient rst order onditions.
The household problem is a standard onvex problem: the obje tive fun tion is on ave and the
onstraint set is onvex. In equilibrium, for any two households j and j 0 in any two regions i and i 0 ,
the level of marginal utilities satis es:
tij+1 u (

ij
ij t 0
ij
ij t 0
i0j0
t +1 (0 ; s ; s ); ht +1 (0 ; s ; s )) = t +1 u

(

i 0j 0 i 0j 0 t 0
i 0j 0 i 0j 0 t 0
t +1 (0 ; s ; s ); ht +1 (0 ; s ; s ));

at any node (s t ; s 0), where ij is the onsumption weight of household j in region i . Our model provides an equilibrium theory of these onsumption weights. We fo us here on equilibrium allo ations
See Chien and Lustig (2009) for a formal proof.
Most other authors in this literature take the outside option upon default to be ex lusion from future parti ipation
in nan ial markets (e.g. Kehoe and Levine (1993), Krueger (1999), Krueger and Perri (2006), and Kehoe and Perri
(2002)). If we imposed ex lusion from trading instead, the solven y onstraints would be looser on average, but the
same me hanism would operate. The reason is that in autar hy the household would still have to buy housing servi es
with its endowment of non-housing goods. An in rease in the relative pri e of housing servi es would worsen the outside
option and loosen the solven y onstraints, as it does in our model.
7
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in the model where preferen es over non-durable onsumption and housing servi es are separable
( " = 1), but all results arry over to the ase of non-separability.
Cuto Rule The equilibrium dynami s of the onsumption weights are non-linear. They follow

a simple uto rule, whi h follows from the rst order onditions of the onstrained optimization
problem. The weights start o at 0ij =  ij at time zero; this initial weight is the multiplier on the
initial promised utility onstraints. The new weight tij of a generi household ij that enters period
t with weight tij 1 equals the old weight as long as the household does not swit h to a state with
a binding ollateral onstraint. When a household enters a state with a binding onstraint, its new
weight tij is re-set to a uto weight t (xt ; yt ; z t ).
tij ( ij ; s t ) =

(

tij 1
if tij 1 > t (xt ; yt ; z t )
t (xt ; yt ; z t ) if tij 1  t (xt ; yt ; z t )

(4)

t (xt ; yt ; z t ) is the onsumption weight at whi h the ollateral onstraint (3) holds with equality. It
does not depend on the entire history of household-spe i and region-spe i sho ks (x t ; y t ), only
the urrent sho k (xt ; yt ). This amnesia property ru ially depends on assumption 1. The reason is
that the right hand side of the ollateral onstraint in (3) only depends on the urrent sho k (xt ; yt )
when the onstraint binds. This immediately implies that household ij 's onsumption share annot
depend on the region's history of sho ks (see proposition 3 in appendix A for a formal proof).
The onsumption in node s t of household ij is fully pinned down by this uto rule:
1

ij ij t
ij (s t ) = t ( ; s )
t
ta (z t )

a t
t (z ):

(5)

Its onsumption as a fra tion of aggregate onsumption equals the ratio of its individual sto hasti
onsumption weight tij raised to the power 1 to the aggregate onsumption weight ta . This
aggregate onsumption weight is omputed by integrating over the new household weights a ross
all households, at aggregate node z t :
ta (z t ) =

X XZ

j =1;2 x t ;y t

1

tij ( i;j ; s t )

(x t ; y t ; z t jx0; y0; z0) j
d 0 ;
(z t jz0)

(6)

where j0 is the ross-se tional joint distribution over initial household onsumption weights  and
the initial sho ks (x0; y0) for households of type j = 1; 2. By the law of large numbers, the aggregate
weight pro ess only depends on the aggregate history z t .
The risk sharing rule for non-housing onsumption in (5) lears the market for non-durable onsumption by onstru tion, be ause the re-normalization of onsumption weights by the aggregate
7

onsumption weight ta guarantees that the onsumption shares integrate to one a ross regions.
It follows immediately from (4), (5), and (6) that in a stationary equilibrium, ea h household's
onsumption share is drifting downwards as long as it does not swit h to a state with a binding
onstraint, while the onsumption share of the onstrained households jump up. The rate of de line
of the onsumption share for all un onstrained households is the same, and equal to the aggregate
weight sho k gt +1  ta+1 =ta . When none of the households is onstrained between nodes z t and
z t +1, the aggregate weight sho k gt +1 equals one. In all other nodes, the aggregate weight sho k
is stri tly greater than one. The risk-sharing rule for housing servi es is linear as well:
htij (s t ) =

1

tij ( ij ; s t ) i
t (yt ; z t );
i
t
t
t
t (x ; y ; z )

(7)

where the denominator is now the regional weight sho k, de ned as
ti (x t ; y t ; z t ) =

X

j =1;2

1

tij ( ij ; s t ) :

The appendix veri es that this rule lears the housing market in ea h region.9
Equilibrium State Pri es In ea h date and state, random payo s are pri ed by the un onstrained

household, who have the highest intertemporal marginal rate of substitution (Alvarez and Jermann
2000). The pri e of a unit of a onsumption in state s t +1 in units of s t onsumption is their
intertemporal marginal rate of substitution, whi h an be read o dire tly from the risk sharing rule
in (5):
 a 
pt +1 (s t +1)
t +1
gt +1:
(8)
a
p (s t )(s js ) =
t

t +1 t

t

This derivation relies only on the invarian e of the un onstrained household's weight between t and
t + 1. The rst part is the representative agent pri ing kernel under separability. The ollateral
onstraints ontribute a se ond fa tor to the sto hasti dis ount fa tor, the aggregate weight sho k
raised to the power .
Regional Rental Pri es The equilibrium relative pri e of housing servi es in region i , i , equals

the marginal rate of substitution between onsumption and housing servi es of the households in
In the ase of non-separable preferen es between non-housing and housing onsumption ( " 6= 1), the equilibrium
onsumption allo ations also follow a uto rule, similar to the one in equations (4), (5), and (7). In this ase, the
onsumption weight hanges when the non-housing expenditure share hanges, even if the region does not enter a state
with a binding onstraint. The derivation is in a separate appendix, available on the authors' web sites.
9

8

that region:
u ( ij (ij ; s t ); hij (ij ; s t ))
it (y t ; z t ) = h tij 0ij t tij 0ij t =
u ( t (0 ; s ); ht (0 ; s ))

htij
ij
t

!

1

"

=

 a i
t t
ti ta

1

"

:

(9)

The se ond equality follows from the CES utility kernel; the last equality substitutes in the equilibrium risk sharing rules (5) and (7). Be ause ea h region onsumes its own housing servi es
endowment, the rental pri e is region-spe i and depends on the region-spe i sho ks y t .
Non-Housing Expenditure Shares Using the risk sharing rule under separable utility, it is easy

to show that the non-housing expenditure share is the same for all households j in region i (see
appendix A):
ij
t
ij
i
ij + i h ij  t = t
t
t t
In the remainder of the paper, we fo us on the ase of a perfe tly elasti supply of housing servi es at
the regional level. To do so, we impose an additional restri tion on the regional housing endowments.
Assumption 2. The regional housing endowments it are hosen su h that it (y t ; z t ) = t (z t ) in
equation (9) for all y t ; z t .
Under this assumption on regional housing endowments, regional rental pri es only depend on
the aggregate state history z t , and are therefore equal a ross regions. Likewise, the equilibrium
expenditure shares i are equal a ross regions and a fun tion of the aggregate history z t only:
i = (z t ). The reason for this assumption is that, without it, the expenditure shares would also
t
t
depend on the history of region-spe i sho ks. This would impute too mu h volatility to regional
housing expenditures shares. The data suggest that housing expenditure shares are not very volatile
over time and quite similar a ross regions (Davis and Ortalo-Magne 2007).
Tightness of the Collateral Constraints Be ause of the ollateral onstraints, labor in ome

sho ks annot be fully insured in spite of the full set of onsumption laims that an be traded.
How mu h risk sharing the e onomy an a omplish depends on the ratio of aggregate housing
ollateral wealth to non- ollateralizable human wealth. Integrating housing wealth and human
a ross all households in all regions, that ratio an be written as:
z

t

hn

a t
t (z )

z [f
t



1
t (z t )
a t
t (z )g℄

1

oi

;

(10)

where in the numerator we used the assumption that the housing expenditure shares are identi al
a ross regions. In the model, we de ne the ollateral ratio myt (z t ) as the ratio of housing wealth
9

to total wealth:
myt (z t ) =

z

t

hn


oi
1
a (z t )
1
t
t (z t )
hn
oi
:
1
a
t
z t t (z ) t (z t )

If the aggregate non-housing expenditure share is onstant, the ollateral ratio is onstant at 1 .
Suppose the aggregate endowment a = a is onstant as well. Then my or index the risk-sharing
apa ity of the e onomy. When = 1, my = 0 is zero and there is no ollateral in the e onomy.
All the ollateral onstraints ne essarily bind at all nodes and households are in autar hy.10 On the
other hand, as be omes suÆ iently small, my be omes suÆ iently large, and perfe t risk sharing
be omes feasible, be ause the solven y onstraints no longer bind in any of the nodes s t .
2.4

Tighter Constraints

A region is just a unit of aggregation. We de ne regional onsumption as the sum of onsumption
of the households in a region:
i i1 i2 t t
t (0 ; 0 ; y ; z ) =

X

j =1;2

ij ij t t t
t (0 ; x ; y ; z ):

The regional onsumption share is de ned as a fra tion of total non-durable onsumption, as in the
empiri al analysis: ^ti = .
The onstraints fa ed by these households are tighter than those fa ed by a stand-in agent, who
onsumes regional onsumption and earns regional labor in ome, in ea h region: By the linearity of
the pri ing fun tional (), the aggregated regional ollateral onstraint for region i is just the sum
of the household ollateral onstraints over households j in region i :
i
t
a
t

X

j =1;2

s

t

 ij ij t
 i i 1 i 2 t t

i t t ij ij t 
i t t i
t
t (0 ; s ) + t (y ; z )ht (0 ; s ) = s t
t (0 ; 0 ; y ; z ) + t (y ; z )t (yt ; z ))



X
j

s

t

 ij



t (xt ; yt ; z t ) = s t ti (yt ; z t )

for all s t

This ondition is ne essary, but not suÆ ient: If household net wealth is non-negative in all states
of the world for both households, then regional net wealth is too, but not vi e-versa. In parti ular,
it is the household in the x = hi state whose onstraint is ru ial, not the average household's.
Regional onsumption shares depend on the history of household-spe i in ome sho ks x t , but
only in a limited sense. The hanges in the regional onsumption shares ^ti (x t ; y t ) =  (x (;yz ;z) ) are
i
t

t

t

a
t

t

t

If a set of households with non-zero mass had a non-binding solven y 0onstraint
at some node (x t ; y t ; z t ),
0 t
t
t
there would have to be another set of households with non-zero mass at node (x ; y ; z ) that violate their solven y
onstraint.
10

Proof:

10

governed by the growth rate of the regional weight ti relative to that of the aggregate weights
ta . This is a measure of how onstrained the households in this region are relative to the rest of
the e onomy. When one of the households swit hes from the low to the high state, her weight
in reases, ausing regional onsumption to in rease even when the regional in ome share stays
onstant (^tj in reases but ^i may be onstant). As we show in our simulations below, this is why
the ross-se tional dispersion of regional onsumption shares ex eeds the ross-se tional dispersion
of regional in ome shares. In se tion 2.7, we explain that this e e t depends on the redistributive
nature of idiosyn rati sho ks at the household level. But be ause these household sho ks are i.i.d
a ross regions, their e e ts disappear when we integrate over all household-spe i histories by the
law of large numbers:
Z

x t 2X t

^ti (x t ; y t )d (x t ) =

Z

i (x t ; y t )
d (x t ) ' ^ti (y t ):
a

t
x t 2X t

(11)

Even though the ollateral onstraints pertain to households and households within a region are
heterogeneous, on average, the regional onsumption share ^ti (y t ) behaves as if it is the onsumption
share of a representative household in the region fa ing a single, but tighter, ollateral onstraint.
This insight is quantitatively important. If we simply onsidered onstraints at the regional level
and alibrated the model to regional in ome sho ks, the onstraints would hardly bind. To an
e onometri ian with only regional data generated by the model, it looks as if the stand-in agent's
onsumption share is subje t to preferen e sho ks or measurement error. These preferen e sho ks
follow from swit hes in the identity of the onstrained household within the region. This provides
one stru tural justi ation for our assumption of measurement error in regional onsumption shares
introdu ed in se tion 3.2.
2.5

Calibration

Preferen e Parameters We onsider the ase of separable utility by setting

at 2 and  at .5,
the estimate of the intratemporal elasti ity of substitution by Yogo (2006).11 In the ben hmark
alibration, the dis ount fa tor is set equal to :95. We also explore lower values for .
Aggregate Endowment Pro esses Following Mehra and Pres ott (1985), the aggregate non-

housing endowment growth rate follows an AR(1) with mean 0.0183, standard deviation 0.0357,
and auto orrelation -.14. It is dis retized as a two-state Markov hain. The aggregate housing
endowment pro ess has the same average growth rate. Following Piazzesi, S hneider and Tuzel
Yogo estimates this elasti ity o the ointegration relationship between the relative pri e of durables to non-durables
and the quantities of durable and non-durable onsumption.
11

11

(2007), we assume that the log of the aggregate non-housing expenditure ratio ` = log
follows an autoregressive pro ess:

1



`t = ` + :96 log `t 1 + t ;

with  = :03 and ` was hosen to mat h the average US post-war non-housing expenditure ratio
of 4.41. Denote by L the domain of `.
Average Housing Collateral Ratio To keep the model as simple as possible, we abstra ted from

nan ial assets or other kinds of apital (su h as ars) that households may use to ollateralize
loans. A ording to Flow of Funds data, 75% of household borrowing in the data is ollateralized
by housing wealth. However, to take into a ount other sour es of ollateral, we alibrate the
ollateral ratio to a broader measure of ollateral than housing alone.
We use two approa hes to alibrate the average US ratio of housing wealth to housing plus
human wealth: a fa tor payments and an asset values approa h. First, we examine the fa tor
payments on both sour es of wealth. Between 1946 and 2002, the average ratio of total US
rental in ome to labor in ome ( ompensation of employees) plus rental in ome hh+ was 0.034
(data from NIPA Table 1.12). This measure of rental in ome in ludes imputed rents for ownero upied housing. Se ond, we look at asset values (Flow of Funds data). Over the same period,
the average ratio of US residential wealth to labor in ome is 1.66. We mat h this ratio in a a
stationary equilibrium with a ollateral ratio of 0.025. Both approa hes suggest a ratio smaller than
ve per ent.
The above al ulation ignores non-housing sour es of ollateral. A broader ollateral measure also in ludes nan ial wealth as a sour e of ollateral. Its fa tor payments are net dividends
and interest payments by domesti orporations. We treat proprietary in ome as a ow to nonollateralizable human wealth. The fa tor payment ratio is now 0.08. In terms of asset values,
the average ratio of the market value of US non-farm, non- nan ial orporations plus residential
wealth to labor in ome is 2.68 (see Lustig and Van Nieuwerburgh (2009) for data onstru tion).
We mat h this ratio in a a stationary equilibrium with a ollateral ratio of 0.05. Both approa hes
suggest a ollateral ratio smaller than ten per ent.
We alibrate to the broad measure of ollateral and set the average ollateral ratio equal to
0.10. We s ale up the quantity of labor in ome in the model to simultaneously mat h an average
ollateral ratio of 10 per ent and a non-housing expenditure ratio of 4.41.
a

Region-Spe i

and Household-Spe i

In ome We use a 5-state rst-order Markov pro ess

to approximate the regional labor in ome share dynami s (Tau hen and Hussey 1991): log ^ti =
12

:94 log ^ti 1 + eti with the standard deviation of the sho ks e set to 1 per ent. The estimation
details are in appendix B. We do not model permanent in ome di eren es between regions. Finally,
as is standard in this literature, we use a 2-state Markov pro ess to mat h the level of household
labor in ome share ^tj (as a fra tion of regional labor in ome) dynami s. The persisten e is .9 and
the standard deviation of the sho k is 3 per ent (Heaton and Lu as 1996).
2.6

Computation of Markov Stationary Equilibrium

When aggregate sho ks move the non-housing expenditure share and the ollateral ratio around,
the joint measure over onsumption shares and states hanges over time. Instead of keeping
tra k of the entire measure or the entire history of aggregate sho ks in the state spa e, we ompute poli y fun tions that depend on a trun ated history of aggregate weight sho ks: !
gk =
[g 1 ; g 2; : : : ; g k ℄ 2 G .12
We assign ea h household a label ^, whi h is this household's onsumption share at the end
of the last period. Let C denote the domain of the normalized onsumption weights. Consider a
household of type 1. Its new onsumption weight at the start of the next period follows the uto
rule $1(^; x; y; `; !
g k ) : C  X  Y  L  G ! C:
$1(^; x; y; `; !
g k ) = ^ if ^ > $1(x; y; `; !
g k)
= $1(x; y; `; !
g k ) elsewhere;
g k ) is the uto onsumption share for whi h the ollateral onstraints hold with
where $1(x; y; `; !
equality, or equivalently, net wealth is zero. The uto onsumption share satis es
C 1($1(x; y; `; !
g k ); x; y; `; !
g k )) = 0;

where C 1 (^; x; y; `; !
g k ) : C X  Y LG ! R+ is the net wealth fun tion. The poli y fun tions
for a household of type 2 are de ned analogously. Next period's onsumption shares are:

!
1
^0 = $ (^; x;gy; `; g k ) ;

where g = j =1;2 CXY LG $j (^; x; y ; `; !
g k )d j (^; x; y ; `; !
g 1) is the a tual aggregate weight
!
sho k. Let j (^; x; y ; `; g 1) denote the joint measure over ^ and (x; y ) whi h depends on the
in nite history of sho ks, and let (`; !
g 1) denote the joint measure over ` and g .
P

R

De nition 2. An approximate k th -order Markov stationary equilibrium onsists of a fore asting fun -

The model tells us whi h moment of the distribution in the last period to keep tra k of: if many agents were
severely onstrained last period and g was large, very few are onstrained this period and g is small.
12

1
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tion g (`; !
g k ), a measure j (^; x; y ; `; !
g 1) for ea h type j and a poli y fun tion f$j (^; x; y ; `; !
g k )gj =1;2
!
j
that implements the uto rule f$ (x; y; `; g k )gj =1;2 , where the fore asting fun tion has zero average predi tion errors:
X
g (`; !
g k) =

Z

Z

! !
j =1;2 g 1 j g k C X Y LG

$j (^; x; y ; `; !
g k )d j (^; x; y ; `; !
g 1)d (`; !
g 1)

To approximate the household's net wealth fun tion C (), we use 5th -degree T heby hev polynomials in the two ontinuous state variables, the onsumption weights $ and the log expenditure
ratio `. We ompute a rst-order Markov equilibrium with k = 5. The predi tion errors are per entage deviations of a tual from spent aggregate onsumption. These approximation errors are small.
They never ex eed 1.9% in absolute value, they are .3% on average and their standard deviation is
about .4%. The omputation is a urate.
2.7

Results from Model Simulation

This se tion shows that the model generates an equilibrium distribution of regional onsumption,
in ome and housing ollateral that losely resembles that in the data, and we do so by omparing
the ratio of onsumption-to-in ome dispersion in the model and the data. However, we want to
emphasize that the sensitivity of onsumption growth to in ome growth is a better measure of risk
sharing, as we explain below. This is the risk sharing measure we fo us on in se tion 3.
Our model generates the dispersion anomaly. Not only is the ratio of onsumption-to-in ome
dispersion greater than one on average, it also in reases when ollateral is s ar e. We simulate a
panel of T = 15; 000 periods and N = 100 regions. On average, the ratio of housing wealth to
total wealth, my , is 10%. In order to ompare model and data more easily in the rest of the paper,
my
my
f t +1 = my
we de ne a re-normalized ollateral ratio that it is always positive: my
my . The
f t +1 is a measure of ollateral s ar ity ; when the ollateral
re-normalized housing ollateral ratio my
f = 0, whereas a reading of 1 means that ollateral is at its lowest
ratio is at its maximum value my
f by setting my max and my min equal to the maximum and minimum value in
level. We onstru t my
f is 0.71 on average.
simulation. The resulting ollateral s ar ity measure my
Figure 1 shows the ross-se tional dispersion of regional onsumption relative to the rossse tional dispersion of regional in ome in the model. Two features are important. First, the model
generates the dispersion anomaly. The average ratio of onsumption-to-in ome dispersion ex eeds
one. In our model, that average is 1.22, while its is 1.28 for the 23 US Metropolitan Statisti al
Areas that we use in our 1952-2002 sample.
max
max

[Figure 1 about here.℄
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t +1
min

Se ond, when housing ollateral is s ar e, the ross-se tional onsumption-to-in ome dispersion
is higher. The ratio of onsumption dispersion to in ome dispersion is almost twi e as high when
ollateral s ar ity is at its highest value in the simulation. We nd the same variation in the
data. The dashed line in Figure 2 plots the ratio of the regional ross-se tional onsumption to
in ome dispersion in the data. This measure falls by half between 1978 and 1988, while it doubles
between 1988 and 1995 before falling ba k to its 1988 level in 2002. This stylized fa t presents
a new hallenge to standard models, be ause it reveals that the departures from omplete market
allo ations u tuate over time. Conditioning on a measure of housing ollateral helps to understand
this aspe t of onsumption in the data. Our empiri al measure of housing ollateral s ar ity (solid
line) broadly tra ks the variation in this regional onsumption-to-in ome dispersion ratio. It is lose
to its highest level in 1978, falls by half between 1978 and 1988, in reases again until 1996, and
falls ba k to its 1988 level in 2002. Finally, the turning points in the ross-se tional dispersion of
onsumption oin ide with the turning points in the housing ollateral ratio. For example, between
periods 325 and 375 the dispersion ratio in reases by 40 per ent, from .15 to .23 as the ollateral
s ar ity in reases from .5 to .9.
[Figure 2 about here.℄
Understanding the Dispersion Anomaly Regional onsumption is very sensitive to regional in-

ome sho ks, in spite of the fa t that most of the risk fa ed by households has been traded away
in equilibrium, even at low ollateral ratios. This is apparent in Figure 3. Its two panels ontrast
risk-sharing at the regional and at the household level. The upper panel plots the ratio of regional onsumption dispersion to in ome dispersion, while the lower panel plots the same ratio but
for household onsumption and in ome. The dispersion measures are onditional ross-se tional
standard deviations. The ollateral s ar ity measure is on the horizontal axis. Sin e the housing
ollateral ratio moves around over time, we display a s atter plot. As is apparent from the bottom
panel of Figure 3, two-thirds of total household in ome risk is insured on average. The ratio of
onsumption to in ome dispersion at the household level is around one-third on average, well below
one. Yet, in the top panel, the standard deviation of onsumption to in ome dispersion at the regional level ex eeds one when housing ollateral is suÆ iently s ar e. What explains this dispersion
anomaly?
[Figure 3 about here.℄
First, the ross-se tional standard deviations of onsumption shares (as a fra tion of the regional
endowment) at the household level, denoted ^ij for household j = 1; 2 in region i , are smaller
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than the ross-se tional standard deviation of the endowment shares (as a fra tion of the regional
endowment) as long as some risk sharing is feasible in equilibrium:


std ^tij+1 < std ^tij+1 :

(12)

Se ond, the following inequality holds for the household onsumption shares within a region:


std ^i 1 + ^i 2 > std ^ti 1+1 + ^ti 2+1 = 0;

(13)

where the last step follows be ause the endowment shares ^i 1 + ^i 2 = 1 add up to one at the
regional level, but the onsumption shares do not: ^i 1 + ^i 2 6= 1 . Hen e, the sign reversal between
equations (12) and (13) omes about be ause (i) the household in ome share sho ks  log ^tij+1
are perfe tly negatively orrelated a ross the households within region by onstru tion, while (ii)
the individual household weight sho ks that result from these sho ks are not perfe tly negatively
orrelated, be ause of risk sharing. As a result, in mu h of the parameter spa e we nd that the
ross-se tional standard deviation of regional onsumption (as a share of the aggregate endowment)
ex eeds that of in ome:


std ^ti +1 > std ^ti +1 ;

where ^i = ^ij + ^ij ^i . More generally, household-level in ome growth is more negatively orrelated within a region than onsumption growth be ause of risk-sharing. Therefore, when we
aggregate from the household to the regional level, household risk sharing gives rise to regional
onsumption growth volatility that ex eeds regional in ome growth volatility.
Figure 4 illustrates this aggregation result. The top panel plots the onsumption shares as a
fra tion of the aggregate endowment ^tij+1 (full line) and in ome ^tij+1 (dashed line) shares for two
households j = 1; 2 living in the same region i . Be ause of risk-sharing, household-level onsumption
dispersion is lower than household-level in ome dispersion; the solid lines are loser together than
the dashed lines. The bottom panel plots regional onsumption ^ti +1 and in ome shares ^ti +1 for the
same region i and for the same simulated sequen e of sho ks. The negative orrelation of in ome
sho ks redu es the volatility of regional in ome shares relative to regional onsumption; the solid
and dashed lines are about equally volatile.
[Figure 4 about here.℄
The redistributive nature (negative orrelation) of household-level in ome sho ks is important.
If there were a ontinuum of households and idiosyn rati sho ks were ompletely independent,
our aggregation e e t would not be operative. Our two-state, two-agent spe i ation with in ome
states that reverse between agents is standard in the literature (Heaton and Lu as 1996). Also,
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household-level in ome sho ks within a region are unlikely to be purely idiosyn rati in the data, for
example be ause there are sho ks that disproportionately a e t one industry or one se tor.
The link between risk sharing and the ratio of onsumption dispersion to in ome dispersion is
not monotone. There are two o -setting e e ts. On the one hand, as the supply of housing
ollateral de reases, the dispersion of household onsumption growth in reases and it approa hes
the ross-se tional standard deviation of household in ome growth from below in equation (12). In
the ase of autar hy (no risk-sharing), the inequality be omes an equality. On the other hand, as
the supply of ollateral de reases, the ross-se tional standard deviation of regional onsumption
growth de reases and it approa hes the standard deviation of regional in ome growth from above in
equation (13). The latter e e t is be ause regional onsumption growth be omes more negatively
orrelated a ross households within a region. To see these two e e ts at work, we onsider an
e onomy without aggregate un ertainty; it grows at a onstant rate. Figure 5 plots the ratio
of onsumption to in ome dispersion against the housing ollateral ratio. Ea h dot represents a
di erent equilibrium of an e onomy with a di erent ollateral ratio. The graph reveals that, for
housing ollateral ratios below 11%, the rst e e t dominates and the regional onsumption-toin ome dispersion ratio de reases as the ollateral supply in reases. However, when the housing
ollateral ratio is above 11%, the se ond e e t dominates and the regional onsumption-to-in ome
dispersion ratio in reases with the housing ollateral ratio. Importantly, this non-monotoni ity does
not a e t the slope oeÆ ient in a regression of regional onsumption growth on in ome growth,
and hen e does not hamper our empiri al work in Se tion 3. Figure 6 shows this slope for the same
equilibria as in Figure 5. The elasti ity of onsumption to in ome sho ks de reases monotoni ally
as we in rease the housing ollateral ratio. This explains why we fo us on this measure of risk
sharing in the empiri al se tion.
[Figure 5 about here.℄
[Figure 6 about here.℄
3

Testing the Collateral Me hanism

In this se tion we link our model to the traditional risk-sharing tests based on linear onsumption
growth regressions, the workhorse of the onsumption insuran e literature (Co hrane (1991), Ma e
(1991), Nelson (1994), Attanasio and Davis (1996), Blundell, Pistaferri and Preston (2008), and
ensuing work).13 These regressions are a useful diagnosti of the key relationship between the
Our paper also makes onta t with the large literature on the ex ess sensitivity of onsumption to predi table
in ome hanges, starting with Flavin (1981), who interpreted her ndings as eviden e for borrowing onstraints, and
followed by Hall and Mishkin (1982), Zeldes (1989), Attanasio and Weber (1995) and Attanasio and Davis (1996), all
of whi h examine at mi ro onsumption data.
13
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degree of risk sharing and the s ar ity of housing ollateral that we set out to test. Se tion 3.1
des ribes the US metropolitan data that we use. Se tion 3.2 then estimates the linear onsumption
regressions in the data. Consistent with the regional risk-sharing literature that uses state level data
(Van Win oop (1996), Hess and Shin (1998), DelNegro (1998), Asdrubali, Sorensen and Yosha
(1996), Athanasoulis and Win oop (1998), and Del Negro (2002)), we reje t full onsumption
insuran e among US metropolitan regions. More importantly, and new to this literature, we nd
that ollateral s ar ity in reases the orrelation between in ome growth sho ks and onsumption
growth. These ollateral e e ts are e onomi ally signi ant. Finally, se tion 3.3 runs the same
regressions, but on model-generated data. The size of the oeÆ ients, and the regression R2 in the
model are similar to the ones in the data. In sum, we repli ate the variation in the in ome elasti ity
of regional onsumption growth that we do ument in the data.
The previous se tion delivered a formal theory of regional onsumption weights ti +1 that tied
the distribution of these weights to the housing ollateral ratio. We saw that the weights followed a
ut-o rule, where the ut-o depended on the urrent in ome sho k ti +1 and the housing ollateral
ratio, in addition to the history of aggregate sho ks. Equivalently, regions i 's onsumption share
in deviation from the ross-se tional average, ^ti +1 = ti +1 =ta+1, is a non-linear fun tion of the
f t +1 . All growth
region-spe i in ome sho k ^ti +1 and the housing ollateral s ar ity measure my
rates of hatted variables denote the growth rates in the region in deviation from the ross-regional
average, and the averages are population-weighted.
To make onta t with the linear onsumption growth regressions in the literature, we assume
here that the growth rate of the log regional onsumption share is linear in the produ t of the housing
f t +1  log ^ti +1 . Under our
ollateral ratio and the regional in ome share sho k:  log ^ti +1 = my
assumption of separable preferen es, this assumption delivers a linear onsumption growth equation
whi h simply involves regional in ome share growth intera ted with the ollateral ratio:
f t +1  log ^ti +1 :
 log ^ti +1 = my

(14)

f t +1 is zero, this region's onsumption growth equals
The interpretation is straightforward. If my
f t +1 is one,
aggregate onsumption growth. There is perfe t insuran e. On the other hand, if my
this region's onsumption wedge is at its largest, and the region is in autar hy: its non-housing
onsumption ti (growth) equals its labor in ome ti (growth). While simple, this spe i ation
aptures the important features of the link between onsumption, in ome, and housing ollateral in
the model. Put di erently, this linear spe i ation of the onsumption weights turns out to work
well inside the model.
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3.1

Data

We onstru t a new data set of US metropolitan area level ma roe onomi variables, as well as
standard aggregate ma roe onomi variables. All of the series are annual for the period 1951-2002.
We believe that metropolitan area data are a good hoi e to study the question of risk-sharing
and the role of housing ollateral. First, metropolitan area data have not been used before to study
risk-sharing and are an interesting addition to the literature. Se ond, ompared to state-level data,
ea h MSA is a relatively homogenous region in terms of rental pri e sho ks. Sin e we do not have
good data on household-level variation in housing pri es, metropolitan areas are a natural hoi e.
If housing pri es are strongly orrelated within a region, there are only small eÆ ien y gains from
looking at household instead of regional onsumption data if the obje tive is to identify the ollateral
e e t. Se ond, many have argued that household level data ontain substantial measurement error
(e.g., Cogley (2002)). Aggregation to the regional level should alleviate this problem.
Aggregate Ma roe onomi Data We use two distin t measures of the nominal housing ollateral

sto k HV : the market value of residential real estate wealth (HV rw ) and the net sto k urrent ost
value of owner-o upied and tenant o upied residential xed assets (HV f a ). The rst series is from
the Flow of Funds (Federal Board of Governors) for 1945-2002 and from the Bureau of the Census
(Histori al Statisti s for the US) prior to 1945. The last series is from the Fixed Asset Tables
(Bureau of E onomi Analysis) for 1925-2001. Appendix C provides detailed sour es. HV rw is a
measure of the value of residential housing owned by households, while HV f a whi h is a measure of
the total value of residential housing. Real per household variables are denoted by lower ase letters.
The real, per household housing ollateral series hv rw and hv f a are onstru ted using the all items
onsumer pri e index from the Bureau of Labor Statisti s, pa , and the total number of households
from the Bureau of the Census. Aggregate nondurable and housing servi es onsumption, and labor
in ome plus transfers data are from the National In ome and Produ t A ounts (NIPA). Real per
household labor in ome plus transfers is denoted by a and real per apita aggregate onsumption
is a .
Measuring the Housing Collateral Ratio In the model the housing ollateral ratio my is de ned

as the ratio of ollateralizable housing wealth to housing wealth plus non- ollateralizable human
wealth.14 In Lustig and Van Nieuwerburgh (2005), we show that the log of real per household real
Human wealth is an unobservable. We assume that the non-stationary omponent of human wealth H is well
approximated by the non-stationary omponent of labor in ome Y . In parti ular, log(Ht ) = log(Yt ) + t , where t is
a stationary random pro ess. This is the ase if the expe ted return on human apital is stationary (see Jagannathan
and Wang (1996) and Campbell (1996)). The housing ollateral ratio then is measured as the deviation from the
o-integration relationship between the value of the aggregate housing ollateral measure and aggregate labor in ome.
14
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estate wealth (log hv ) and labor in ome plus transfers (log ) are non-stationary in the data. This is
true for both hv rw and hv f a . We ompute the housing ollateral ratio as myhv = log hv log  and
remove a onstant and a trend. The resulting 1925-2002 time series myrw and myf a are mean
zero and stationary, a ording to an ADF test. Formal justi ation for this approa h omes from
a likelihood-ratio test for o-integration between log hv and log  (Johansen and Juselius (1990)).
We refer the reader to Lustig and Van Nieuwerburgh (2005) for details of the estimation. The
trend removal is ne essary to end up with a stationary variable that an be used in the regression
analysis below. We dis uss the impli ation of the trend in the housing wealth-to-in ome ratio for
risk-sharing in the on lusion. The housing ollateral ratios display large and persistent swings
between 1925 and 2002. The orrelation between myrw and myf a is 0.86. In the empiri al work,
we onstru t the ollateral s ar ity measures myrw and myf a by setting my max and my min equal
to the respe tive 1925-2002 sample maximum and minimum of myrw and myf a.

^ ^

Regional Ma roe onomi Data We onstru t a new panel data set for the 30 largest metropoli-

tan areas in the US. The regions ombine for 47 per ent of the US population. The metropolitan
data are annual for 1951-2002. Thirteen of the regions are metropolitan statisti al areas (MSA).
The other seventeen are onsolidated metropolitan statisti al areas (CMSA), omprised of adja ent
and integrated MSA's. Most CMSA's did not exist at the beginning of the sample. For onsisten y
we keep tra k of all onstituent MSA's and onstru t a population weighted average for the years
prior to formation of the CMSA. We use regional sales data to measure non-durable onsumption.
Sales data have been used by DelNegro (1998) at the state level, but never at the metropolitan
level. The appendix ompares our new data to other data sour es that partially overlap in terms
of sample period and de nition, and we nd that they line up. The elimination of regions with
in omplete data leaves us with annual data for 23 metropolitan regions from 1951 until 2002. We
denote real per apita regional in ome and onsumption by i and i , and we de ne onsumption
and in ome shares as the ratio of regional to aggregate onsumption and in ome: ^ti = and
^ti =  . The details on erning the onsumption, in ome and pri e data we use are in the data
appendix C.
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3.2

Linear Consumption Growth Regressions in Data

To bring the theory to the data, we onsider the onsumption growth regression in equation (14). In
all regressions, we in lude regional xed e e ts to pi k up unobserved heterogeneity a ross regions,
and we take into a ount measurement error in non-durable onsumption. We express observed
onsumption shares with a tilde and assume that in ome shares are measured without error. The
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linear model ollapses to the following equation for observed onsumption shares ~:




f t +1  log ^ti +1 + ti +1 ;
 log ~ti +1 = a0i + a1my

where the left hand side variable is observed onsumption share growth and a0i are region-spe i
xed e e ts. All measurement error terms are absorbed in ti +1. This equation resembles the
standard onsumption growth equation in the onsumption literature, ex ept for the ollateral
intera tion term. We an rewrite this spe i ation on e more with a separate regional in ome
growth term, using the a tual housing ollateral ratio instead of the ollateral s ar ity measure
f t +1 :
my



 log ~ti +1 = b0i + b1 log ^ti +1 + b2 myt +1 log ^ti + ti +1:
The parameter b1 in the se ond spe i ation orresponds to a1 my my my in the rst spe i ation
and the oeÆ ient b2 orresponds to a1 my 1 my . We fo us on the estimation results for this
se ond spe i ation.15
max

max

max

min

min

Estimation Spe i s We assume that the measurement error in regional onsumption share




f t k = 0; 8k  0.
growth, ti , is orthogonal to lagged values housing ollateral ratio: E ti my
Sin e only aggregate variables a e t the aggregate housing ollateral ratio my and only regionspe i measurement error enters in  i , this assumption follows naturally from the theory.
The ben hmark estimation method is generalized least squares (GLS), whi h takes into a ount
ross-se tional orrelation in the residuals  i and heteros edasti ity. If the residuals and regressors
are orrelated, the GLS estimators of the parameters in the onsumption growth regressions are
in onsistent. To address this possibility, we report instrumental variables estimation results (by
three-stage least squares) in addition to the GLS results. Be ause of the autoregressive nature
f , we use two, three and four-period leads of the dependent and independent variables as
of my
instruments (Arellano and Bond (1991)).
The estimation results are in table 1. The rst two lines report the results for the entire sample
1952-2002 and the two di erent ollateral measures. Lines 3-4 report the results for the 19702002 sub-sample; lines 5-6 use labor in ome plus transfers, only available for 1970-2000, instead of
disposable in ome. Finally, lines 7-8 report the instrumental variables (IV) estimates.

[Table 1 about here.℄
First, the null hypothesis of full insuran e among U.S. regions, H0 : b1 = b2 = 0, is strongly
reje ted. The p-value for a Wald test is 0.00 for all rows in table 1. This is onsistent with the
ndings of the regional risk-sharing literature for US states (see e.g. Hess and Shin (1998)).
A previous version of the paper presented onsistent results a ross both spe i ations.
15
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Se ond, the orrelation of region-spe i onsumption growth and region-spe i in ome growth
is higher when housing ollateral is s ar e: b2 < 0 is negative in all rows. The oeÆ ient b2 is
estimated pre isely in most rows. The oeÆ ients b1 and b2 , together with the average housing
ollateral ratio, imply that one-third of disposable in ome growth sho ks end up in onsumption
growth, while two-thirds of sho ks are insured away on average. Most importantly, there is substantial time variation in the degree of risk sharing depending on the level of the ollateral ratio.
For example, the estimates in row 2 imply that the in ome elasti ity of onsumption share growth
varies between :58, when my = my min = :124, and :13, when my = my max = +:13, using myf a
as the ollateral measure. The fth per entile value for myrw and the oeÆ ient on [b1; b2 ℄ in row
1 imply a degree of risk-sharing of 42 per ent. The 95th per entile implies a degree of risk-sharing
of 86 per ent. The time variation is stronger in the 1970-2000 period and estimated more pre isely,
regardless of whi h in ome measure we use (rows 3-6). Rows 7-8 of table 1 report IV estimates
where in ome hanges are instrumented by 2 and 3-period leads of independent and dependent
variables. The instrumental variables estimates reje t full insuran e, and the oeÆ ient estimates
are lose to the ones obtained by GLS. Again, these lend support to the ollateral hannel. Overall,
the point estimates imply large sho ks to the regional risk sharing te hnology in the US indu ed by
hanges in the housing ollateral ratio.
3.3

Linear Consumption Growth Regression in Model

Finally, we use the same simulation to re-estimate the onsumption share growth regressions that
we ran on the regional onsumption share data in se tion 3.2. The results are reported in Table 2.
The slope oeÆ ients vary between [:38; 1:59℄, for = :95, and [:62; 1:88℄, for = :75 .
Be ause my is .10 on average in the simulation, the average fra tion of in ome sho ks that ends
up in onsumption is 22% for = :95. That implies that 78% of in ome risk is insured on average.
For = :75, the average fra tion of risk that is shared among regions is 57%. The 66% estimate
for the average fra tion of in ome risk shared in the data (see Table 1) orresponds to a value for
between .95 and .90. More importantly, the slope oeÆ ients imply a lot of time-variation in
f are .55 and .95. That
the degree of risk sharing. In the model, the 5th and 95th per entile of my
distribution implies a 90% on den e interval for the degree of risk-sharing of [69; 83℄ per ent for
= :95 and [48; 66℄ per ent for = :75.
The estimates reveals that the in ome elasti ity oeÆ ient in the model-generated sample varies
between -.04 when my = my max and .34 when my = my min, in the ase of = :95. In the ase
of = :75, the oeÆ ient varies between :09 and :54. In the data, the slope oeÆ ients varied
between .28 and .45 (see Table 1). Also, the regression R2 are lose to those in the data, around
7%. They are low be ause regional risk is small ompared to household risk.
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[Table 2 about here.℄
To understand the regression results, re all that in equilibrium, the growth rate of the regional
onsumption shares is determined by the di eren e between the growth rates of the regional weight
and the growth rate of the aggregate weight:  log(^ti +1) =  log ti +1  log ta+1. As argued in
se tion 2.4,  log ti +1 only responds to regional in ome sho ks on average ( log ^ti +1). The e e t
of household-spe i sho ks x is absorbed in the regression error term ti +1. The slope oeÆ ients
in Table 2 re e t two for es. First, in ase of a positive sho k to household or regional in ome, the
uto shares it +1 are mu h higher when housing ollateral is s ar e. Se ond, in ase of a negative
in ome sho k, the household onsumption shares drift down at a higher rate  log ta+1 in the low
ollateral e onomy. The same logi applies to the regional onsumption shares be ause it is the
sum of the shares for the two types of households. The e e ts are more pronoun ed for lower
dis ount rates.
4

Additional Eviden e for Collateral Channel

In this se tion, we provide additional support for the housing ollateral me hanism. First, our
empiri al results ontinue to hold for a non-separable utility fun tion spe i ation. Se ond, we nd
eviden e that the degree of risk-sharing is also tied to regional ollateral measures. Using regional
measures of the housing ollateral sto k to sort regions into bins, we nd that the in ome elasti ity
of onsumption growth for regions in the lowest housing ollateral quartile of US metropolitan
areas is more than twi e the size of the same elasti ity for areas in the highest quartile, and
their onsumption growth is only half as orrelated with aggregate onsumption growth. Linear
onsumption growth regressions that use regional instead of aggregate ollateral measures produ e
similar results. Third, we look at provin e data for Canada and nd the same positive relationship
between housing ollateral and onsumption insuran e, both for aggregate and regional ollateral
measures.
4.1

Non-Separable Utility

Our previous results are robust to the in lusion of expenditure share growth terms whi h arise from
the non-separability of the utility fun tion. The point estimates for the slope oeÆ ients on in ome
growth intera ted with the ollateral ratio are very similar, but the expenditure share growth terms
are not signi ant. The results are reported in a separate appendix, downloadable from the authors'
web sites.
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4.2

Estimation of the Linear Model using Regional Collateral Measures

While solving a model where the housing ollateral ratio is di erent a ross regions is beyond the
s ope of the urrent paper, we nd support in the data for a similar relationship between regional
onsumption data and regional measures of ollateral.
For ea h of the US metropolitan areas we onstru t a measure of regional housing ollateral,
ombining information on regional repeat sale pri e indi es with Census estimates on the housing
sto k. The data onstru tion of the regional housing wealth follows Case, Quigley and Shiller
(2001) and is detailed in appendix C.4. The regional housing ollateral ratios for ea h metropolitan
area are onstru ted in the same way as the national measure, but from regional housing wealth and
regional in ome measures. In the onsumption growth regressions below, we also use the regional
home ownership rate as a se ond measure of housing ollateral.
To explore the ross-se tional variation in housing ollateral, we ondu t two exer ises. First,
we sort the 23 MSA's by their ollateral ratio in ea h year and look at average population-weighted
onsumption growth and in ome growth for the 6 regions with the lowest and the 6 regions with the
highest regional ollateral ratio. Table 3 shows the results. Regions in the rst group (highest olf i is 0.84 on average, reported in olumn 1) experien e more volatile onsumption
lateral s ar ity, my
growth ( olumn 2) that is only half as orrelated with US aggregate onsumption growth ( olumn
f i is 0.23 on average). The last three
3) than for the group with the most abundant ollateral (my
olumns report the result of a time-series regression of group-averaged onsumption share growth
on group-averaged in ome share growth. The in ome elasti ity of onsumption share growth is
0.66 (with t-stat 1.9) for the group with the most s ar e ollateral, whereas it is only 0.32 (with
t-stat 1.3) for the group with the most abundant ollateral. For the rst group full insuran e an
be reje ted, whereas for the last group it annot.
[Table 3 about here.℄
Se ond, we estimate linear onsumption growth regression results for the ase of separable
preferen es:



 log ^ti +1 = b0i + b1  log ^ti +1 + b2 Xti +1 log ^ti +1 + ti +1:

Table 4 presents the results. The regional ollateral measure X i is the home-ownership rate in
region i in the rst row and the regional housing ollateral ratio my i in the se ond row. For
both variables, we nd that the orrelation between onsumption and in ome share growth is lower
when the region-spe i ollateral measure is higher. The e e ts are large and the oeÆ ients are
pre isely measured. For example, the region-spe i ollateral measures X i = my i vary between
-.25 and .25. The implied variation in the degree of risk sharing is between 45 and 74 per ent.
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This paper is not about a dire t housing wealth e e t on regional onsumption: For an average
un onstrained household that is not about to move, there is no reason to onsume more when
its housing value in reases, simply be ause it has to live in a house and onsume its servi es
(see Sinai and Souleles (2005) for a lear dis ussion). In the third row of the table, we add the
regional ollateral measure as a separate regressor to he k for a regional housing wealth e e t on
onsumption. The oeÆ ient, b3 , is signi ant, but it has the wrong sign. After ontrolling for
the risk-sharing role of housing, we nd no separate in rease in regional onsumption growth when
regional housing ollateral be omes more abundant. In sum, regions onsume more when total
regional labor in ome in reases and this e e t is larger when housing wealth is smaller relative to
human wealth in that region.
We also used bankrupt y indi ators as a regional ollateral measure and found that they were
insigni ant. US states have di erent levels of homestead exemptions that households an invoke
upon de laring bankrupt y under Chapter 7. We used both the amount of the exemption and a
dummy for MSA's in a state with an exemption level above $20; 000. In neither regression did we
nd a signi ant oeÆ ient.
[Table 4 about here.℄
Finally, measurement error may be a on ern for the regional onsumption data. However,
as long as the the standard deviation of onsumption measurement error does not systemati ally
in rease in times or regions with s ar e ollateral, measurement error would bias the oeÆ ient
estimates downwards, strengthening the ase for the ollateral me hanism in US regional data.
4.3

Canadian Data

As a robustness he k, we repeat the analysis with data from Canadian provin es. While we only
have data available for ten provin es from 1981-2003, the onsumption data are arguably more
standard. The data are on non-durable onsumption (personal expenditures on goods and servi es
less expenditures on durable goods) instead of retail sales. The in ome measure is personal disposable in ome. We onstru t real per apita onsumption and in ome shares, using the provin ial
CPI series. The housing wealth series measure the market value of the net sto k of xed residential
apital, a measure orresponding to hv f a . These housing wealth series are available for Canada, as
well as for the ten provin es. The housing ollateral ratio is onstru ted in the same way as for the
U.S. data. Appendix C.5 des ribes these data in more detail.
[Table 5 about here.℄
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Table 5 on rms our nding for the U.S. that the degree of risk-sharing varies substantially
with the housing ollateral ratio. In the rst row, we use the aggregate ollateral ratio. Sin e
myf a is .5 on average and myf a is zero on average, they show that Canadian provin es share
85% of in ome risk on average. This is higher than in the U.S., presumably be ause there is
more government redistribution. More importantly, the degree of risk sharing varies over time.
When housing ollateral is at its lowest point in the sample (in 1985), only 63% of in ome risk
is shared, whereas in 2003, the degree of risk-sharing is 95%. In rows 2 and 3 we use the same
ollateral measure, but now measured at the regional level. Again we nd a pre isely estimated
slope oeÆ ient with the right sign. Lastly, we on rm our nding for the U.S. data, that these
results are not driven by a wealth e e t. In row 3, the oeÆ ient on the housing ollateral ratio b3
shows up with the wrong sign.
Finally, in UK data, Campbell and Co o (2007) also nd eviden e in favor of a ollateral e e t
on regional onsumption using aggregate measures of housing wealth.
5

Con luding Remarks

The availability of housing ollateral signi antly impa ts regional risk sharing. We onstru t a
new data set of onsumption and in ome data for the largest US metropolitan areas. Not only
do we reje t perfe t onsumption insuran e among these regions, we also nd that times in whi h
ollateral is s ar e are asso iated with signi antly less risk-sharing. Canadian data show similar
patterns. This time-varying degree of risk-sharing is a new stylized fa t that standard models are
unable to address.
A model with limited ommitment and default resulting in the loss of housing ollateral generates the same positive o-movement between the onsumption-to-in ome dispersion ratio and
housing ollateral s ar ity. Importantly, it jointly generates the dispersion anomaly: the fa t that
the onsumption-to-in ome dispersion ratio is above one on average, and why this ratio o-moves
positively with housing ollateral s ar ity. To generate this dispersion anomaly, the model has two
dimensions of heterogeneity: households and regions. This stru ture enables us to translate a modest fri tion at the household level into a substantial deviations of perfe t risk-sharing at the regional
level.
This approa h is useful be ause it provides a single explanation for the apparent la k of onsumption insuran e at di erent levels of aggregation. But it di ers from most of the work in regional or
international risk sharing whi h adopts the representative agent paradigm. That literature typi ally
relies on fri tions impeding the international ow of apital resulting from the government's ability
to default on international debt or to tax apital ows (e.g. Kehoe and Perri (2002)), or resulting
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from transportation osts (e.g. Obstfeld and Rogo (2003)). Su h fri tions annot a ount for
the la k of risk sharing between regions within a ountry or between households within a region.
The ollateral me hanism explored here may also help explain low-frequen y patterns in household risk-sharing. In re ent work, Krueger and Perri (2006) do ument that the dramati in rease
in labor in ome inequality in the US between 1970 and 2002 was not a ompanied by a similar
in rease in household onsumption inequality. Our housing ollateral e e t seems onsistent with
these trends in household onsumption and in ome inequality. In the US, the raw ratio of residential
wealth to labor in ome in reased from 1.4 in 1980 to 1.9 is 2002 and the ratio of mortgages to
in ome in reased from .45 to .80. A persistent in rease in housing ollateral of that magnitude
would give a substantial boost to risk sharing and a bring about a redu tion in the ross-se tional
dispersion of onsumption relative to in ome.
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A

Te hni al Appendix

This appendix spells out the household problem in an e onomy where all trade takes pla e at time zero.
Household
Problem
A household of type (ij ; s ) pur
hases a omplete ontingent onsumption plan
n
o

ij

0

0

0

(ij ; s ); hij (i ; s ) at time-zero market state pri es p; pi . The household solves:
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and an in nite sequen e of ollateral onstraints for ea h t and s t
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Dual Problem Given Arrow-Debreu pri es p; pi the household with label (ij ; s ) minimizes the ost C () of

delivering initial utility w to itself:
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ij

0

0

0



(w ij ; s ) + hij (w ij ; s )i (s )
0

0

p(s t js0 )



0

ij
t

0

0

0

0



(w ij ; s t js ) + htij (w ij ; s t js )it (s t js )
0

0

0

0

0

U0 (f ij g; fhij g; w0ij ; s0i )  w0ij

and the ollateral onstraints
s

t

hn

ij
t

oi

(w ij ; s t ) + it (s t )htij (w ij ; s t )  s
0

0

t

hn

oi

tij (s t ) ; 8s t :

The initial promised
value w ij is determined su h that the household spends its entire initial wealth: C (w ij ; s ) =

ij + s fij (s t )g : There is a monotone relationship between ij and w ij . The above problem is a standard, onvex
programming problem. We set up the saddle point problem and then make it re ursive by de ning umulative multipliers
(Mar et and Marimon (1999)). Let  ij be the Lagrange multiplier on the promise keeping onstraint and tij (w ij ; s t )
be the Lagrange multiplier
on the ollateral onstraint in history s t . De ne a umulative multiplier at ea h node:
P ij ij t
ij
t
t (w ; s ) = 1
^t (s t ) = pt (z t )= t t (s t js ). By using
s t (w ; s ). Finally, we res ale the market state pri e p
Abel's partial summation formula and the law of iterated expe tations to the Lagrangian, we obtain an obje tive fun tion
that is a fun tion of the umulative multiplier pro ess i :
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

t

0

0

D( ; h;  ij ; w0ij ; s0 ) =


XX
t 0

st



t



(s t js0 ) 

tij (w0ij ; s t js0 )^pt (s t )
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(w ij ; s t ) + it (s t )ht (w ij ; s t )
 
+ tij (w ; s t )s i
ij
t
ij

0

0

0

t

su h that

tij (w0ij ; s t ) = tij 1 (w0ij ; s t

1

)

ij
t

(w ij ; s t ); ij (w ij ; s ) = 1
0

0

0

0

Then the re ursive dual saddle point problem is given by:
f

su h that

XX
t

0 st

t

inf;h g sup D( ij ; hij ; ij ; w ij ; s )
ij

ij

(s t js0 )u (

0

0

f ij g

ij
t

(w ij ; s t ); htij (w ij ; s t ))  w ij
0

0

0

To keep the me hani s of the model in line with standard pra ti e, we re-s ale the multipliers. Let
tij (; s t ) =

 ij
;
tij (w0ij ; s t )

The umulative multiplier ij (; s t ) is a non-de reasing sto hasti sequen e, whi h is initialized at  ij at time zero. We
an use  ij as the household label. If the onstraint for household ( ij ; s ) binds, it goes up, else it stays put. This
follows immediately from the omplementary sla kness ondition for the solven y onstraint.
0

Optimal Non-Housing Consumption The rst order ondition for ( ij ; s t ) is :
p^t (s t ) = tij ( ij ; s t )u

( tij ( ij ; s t ); htij ( ij ; s t )):

Upon division of the rst order onditions for any two households ij and kl , the following restri tion on the joint
evolution of marginal utilities over time and a ross states must hold:
u ( tij ( ij ; s t ); htij ( ij ; s t )) tkl ( kl ; s t )
=
:
(15)
u ( tkl ( kl ; s t ); htkl ( kl ; s t )) tij ( ij ; s t )
Growth rates of marginal utility of non-durable onsumption, weighted by the multipliers, are equalized a ross agents:
ti ( ij ; s t ) u ( tij ( ij ; s t ); htij ( ij ; s t )) p^t (s t ) tkl ( kl ; s t ) u ( tkl ( kl ; s t ); htkl ( kl ; s t ))
= p^t (s t ) = kl ( kl ; s t )
:
ti ( ij ; s t )
u ( tkl ( kl ; s t ); htkl ( kl ; s t ))
u ( tij ( ij ; s t ); htij ( ij ; s t ))
t
In the ase of separable preferen es between non-housing and housing onsumption, there is a simple mapping from
the multipliers  at s t to the equilibrium allo ations of both ommodities. We refer to this mapping as the risk-sharing
rule:
tij ( ij ; s t ) a t
ij ij t
(16)
t ( ; s ) =
a (z t ) t (z )
+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

+1

1

t

where

 (z
a
t

t

)=

X XZ 

j =1;2 x t ;y t

tij ( ij ; s t )

1

(x t ; y t ; z t jx0 ; y0 ; z0 ) j
d 0 ;
(z t jz0 )

where j is the ross-se tional joint distribution over initial onsumption weights and initial endowments for a household
of type j . By the law of large numbers, the aggregate weight pro ess only depends on the aggregate history z t . It is
easy to verify that this rule satis es the optimality ondition and the market learing onditions.
The time zero ratio of marginal utilities is pinned down by the ratio of multipliers on the promise-keeping onstraints.
For t > 0; it tra ks the sto hasti weights . From the rst order ondition w.r.t. tij ( ij ; s t ) and the omplementary
0
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sla kness onditions, we obtain a reservation weight poli y:
= tij if tij > t (xt ; yt ; z t );
= t (xt ; yt ; z t ) otherwise:

tij
tij

1

(17)
(18)

1

where the uto t is de ned su h that the ollateral onstraints hold with equality:
s

t

hn

ij
t

oi

( ij ; s t ; t ( ij ; s t )) + i (s t )hi ( ij ; s t ; t ( ij ; s t )) = s

The history-independen e of the uto is established in proposition 3.

t

hn

oi

tij (s t ) :

Optimal Housing Consumption The risk-sharing rule for housing servi es also follows a uto rule:


1

tij (s t )
htij (s t ) = i t t t it (y t ; z t );
t (x ; y ; z )

where the denominator is now the

(19)

, de ned as

regional weight sho k

ti (x t ; y t ; z t ) =

X

1

tij (s t )

j =1;2

:

To minimize notation, we dropped the  in the  fun tions. Given this risk sharing rule and the form of the utility
fun tion, the regional rental pri e for any region i is given by:


i
t

=

htij

ij
t

!

1
"



=

ta it
ti ta



1
"

We now verify that this risk-sharing rule lears the housing market in ea h region and satis es the rst order ondition
for housing servi es onsumption.
First, note that these risk sharing rules lear the housing market in ea h region be ause ti (s t ) + ti (s t ) =
ti by de nition. Se ond, we he k that it satis es the rst order ondition for non-durable and durable onsumption:
1

Proof.

tij u (
tij uh (

ij
t
ij
t

1

2

1

(s t ); htij (s t )) = p^t (s t js )
(s t ); htij (s t )) = it (y t ; z t )^pt (s t js )
0

0

Re all that the marginal utility of non-housing onsumption and housing onsumption are:
u

h

( tij (s t ); htij (s t )) = ( tij ) ( tij ) + (htij )
1
"

uh (

ij
t

(s t ); htij (s t )) =

" 1
"

h

" 1
"

(htij ) ( tij ) + (htij )
1
"

" 1
"

i1

" 1
"

"
" 1

i 1" "1

In the ase of separability, " = , and the marginal utility of housing servi es be omes: uh ( tij (s t ); htij (s t )) = (htij ) .
1
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1
"

Substituting this into the optimality ondition for housing produ es the following expression:
(h ) = 



ij
t

ij
t

1
"

ij
t

"

(ti;j ) 
i i;t
1

t

#

1
"



=

i;t
ti



1="

= it (y t ; z t )^pt (s t js )
0

where the se ond equality follows from inserting the risk sharing rule for housing servi es, and the last equality follows
from separability, = " . Likewise, inserting the risk sharing rule for non-durable onsumption into the optimality
ondition gives:
1



ij
t

"

(ti;j )

1

a
t

ta

#

1
"



a
t
a
t

= 

1
"

= p^t (s t js )
0





1
"

Dividing through by the last line of the pre eding equation, we obtain the following result: it =   for any
household j in region i . This is exa tly the rental pri e we onje tured at the start, together with the risk sharing rule,
whi h on rms that the risk sharing rule satis es the rst order ondition for optimality. The risk sharing rule also
lears the housing market in every region and it lears the market for non-durable onsumption.
a
t
i
t

i
t
a
t

The Non-Housing Expenditure Share The non-housing expenditure share is the same for all households j

in region i :

ij
t

ij
t

+ h

i ij
t t



ij
t

 it :

To show this, we use the equilibrium risk-sharing rule for non-housing and housing onsumption, as well as the
expression for it to obtain:

Proof.

=

ij
t

=

tij ( ij ;s t )
ta (z t )

1+

h

1

a
t

(z t ) +
1

h

tij ( ij ;s t )
ta (z t )

1

ta
ti (y t ;z t )

it (yt ;z t )
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t (z )

it (yt ;z t )
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ti (y t ;z t ) ta (z t )
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a
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(z t )
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1
"

(

) it (yt ; z t )

1
ij t
t (s )
i
t
t
t (y ;z )

1

Note that this expression is the same for all households j in region i .
Assumption 2 imposes that the regional shares i only depend on the aggregate history z t : it = t (z t ). Hen e,
we assume that the ratio  ta = it for all regions, and all aggregate histories. Note that all regions have the same
rental pri e as well, as a result of this assumption.
i
t
a
t

History Independen e of the Cuto Rule
Proposition 3. In a state with a binding
on

(xt ; yt )

and

ollateral

onstraint, the equilibrium

zt.
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onsumption share,

^tij =

ij
t
a , only depends
t

Proof.

When the ollateral onstraint binds for household ij ,
s

t

"(

ij
t

(w ; s )
ij

0

t

"

ij t
i t ij
1 + t (s ij)ht ij(w0t ; s )
t (w0 ; s )

#)#

= s

t

hn

oi

tij (xt ; yt ; z t ) ;


hn
oi
1
 ^ (z ) t (z t ) = s ^tij (xt )^i (yt ; zt )ta (z t ) ;
where the se ond line follows from the de nition of the non-housing expenditure share, and we use assumption 2.
Obviously, the right hand side does not depend on (x t ; y t ), only on (xt ; yt ). Fix an arbitrary aggregate history
z t . We an take two households with histories (x t 0; xt ; y t 0; yt ) and (x t 00; xt ; y t 00; yt ). The right hand side is
the same for both, be ause the labor endowment share pro ess is rst order Markov in (x; y; z ) (see assumption 1),
and the pri ing fun tional only depends on z t . So, the left hand side has to be the same for both regions as well.
Sin e the non-housing expenditure share only depends on the aggregate history z t , this immediately implies that the
household's onsumption share ^tij an only depend on (xt ; yt ; z t ) when the ollateral onstraint binds.
st



ij a
t t

t

t

1

1
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1

1

1

1

Calibration of Regional Labor In ome Sho ks

We use the regional data set des ribed in appendix (C) to alibrate the persisten e of the regional in ome share pro ess,
used in se tion 2.5. We estimate an AR(1) pro ess for the log disposable in ome share between 1952 and 2002:
log ^ti

+1

= :9434 log ^ti + ti
(0:0092) (0:0286)
+1

If we introdu e xed e e ts, to orre t for permanent in ome di eren es, the slope oeÆ ient drops to :85. Based
on these estimates, we set the AR(1) oeÆ ient equal to 0.94 and the standard deviation of the innovation equal to
0.01. We use the Tau hen and Hussey (1991) method to dis retize the AR(1) pro ess into a 5-state Markov hain.
The grid points are
[ 0:0879; 0:0440; 0; 0:0440; 0:0879℄
and the transition matrix is:


0
:9526 0:0474 0:0000
0
0


0:0069 0:9666 0:0265 0:0000
0 



0:0000 0:0140 0:9721 0:0140 0:0000


0:0000 0:0000 0:0265 0:9666 0:0069


0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0474 0:9526
Likewise, we alibrate the household in ome share pro ess (as a fra tion of the regional in ome), ^i;j , as a two state
Markov hain. The states are [:6; 1:4℄ and the transition matrix is [:9; :1 ; :1; :9℄.
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Table 1: In ome Growth Elasti ity of Consumption Shares in Data
Coll.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Measure
myrw
myf a
myrw
myf a
myrw
myf a
myrw
myf a

b1
.35
.36
.33
.37
.48
.51
.31
.32



b1
(.03)
(.03)
(.02)
(.02)
(.02)
(.03)
(.04)
(.04)



b2
-.30
-1.74
-.64
-2.12
-1.03
-1.13
-.32
-1.75

b2
(.26)
(.50)
(.17)
(.31)
(.23)
(.30)
(.38)
(.64)

R2

6.5
6.8
4.7
5.0
10.5
10.4



Notes : We estimate:  log ~ti +1 = b0i + b1  log ^ti +1 + b2 myt +1  log ^ti +1 + ti +1 . Rows 1-2 are for the period 1952-2002 (1166

observations). Rows 3-4 are identi al to rows 1-2 but are for the period 1970-2002 (759 observations). The measure of regional in ome
is disposable personal in ome in rows 1-4 and 7-8. Regressions 5-6 use labor in ome plus transfers, available only for 1970-2000. In ea h
blo k, the rows use the variables myrw and myf a, estimated for the period 1925-2002. my max (my min ) is the sample maximum (minimum)
in 1925-2002. The oeÆ ients on the xed e e t are not reported. Estimation is by feasible Generalized Least Squares, allowing for
both ross-se tion heteros edasti ity and ontemporaneous orrelation. Rows 7-8 are the results for the instrumental variable estimation
by 3SLS. Instruments are a onstant, log(^ti +2 ), log(^ti +3 ), log(^ti +4 ), ^it +2 , ^it +3 , ^it +4 , log(~ti +2 ), log(~ti +3 ), log(~ti +4 ), and myt +2,
myt +3 , myt +4. The sample is 1952-1998 (1051 observations). All results are for 23 US metropolitan areas.

Table 2: In ome Growth Elasti ity of Consumption Shares in Model

:95
:90
:85
:75

b1
0:385
0:552
0:553
0:628

b2
1:596
1:498
1:434
1:883

R2
0:077
0:074
0:068
0:071

mymin
0:026
0:034
0:034
0:042

mymax
0:267
0:284
0:266
0:277

mean(my )
:106
:106
:106
:106

Notes : The sample is a model-simulated panel for 1000 years (annual data) and 100 regions with = 2,  = :5 and the AR(1) pro ess for
the non-housing
expenditure share in equation (2.5). Ea h row orresponds to a di erent value of the time dis ount fa tor . We estimate:

 log ^ti +1 = b0i + b1  log ^ti +1 + b2 myt +1 log ^ti +1 + ti +1 . The rst 3 olumns report the slope oeÆ ient and the regression's R2 .
The three last olumns of the table report the min, max and mean of the ollateral ratio myt over the simulated sample. The mean of my
f is .71.
is .10 and the mean of my
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Table 3: Cross-Regional Variation in Collateral.
1
2
3
4

fi
my
0:842
0:577
0:407
0:226

std ( log( ti ))
0:033
0:032
0:018
0:028

orr ( log( ti );  log( ta ))
0:257
0:233
0:278
0:502

[t-stat℄
[1:896℄
[0:987℄
[1:757℄
[1:283℄

Slope
0:659
0:354
0:472
0:319

R2
.13
.04
.11
.06

Notes : Quartiles ranked from high to low ollateral s ar ity. The sample is 1975-2000 (annual data). All results are for 23 US metropolitan
f it . The rst olumn reports the average
areas sorted ea h year into quartiles based on that period/region's ollateral s ar ity measure my
ollateral s ar ity overt the sample for ea h quartile. The se ond olumn reports the standard deviation of average population-weighted
non-durable onsumption growth in ea h quartile. The third olumn reports the orrelation with real per apita US non-durable onsumption
growth (NIPA). The fourth olumn reports the slope oeÆ ient in a time series regression of average population-weighted onsumption
share growth on average population-weighted in ome share growth for ea h quartile. The regional in ome measure is disposable personal
in ome. The fth and sixth olumns reports the t-stat and regression R2 .

Table 4: Risk-Sharing Tests with Regional Collateral Measures.
Coll. Measure
1
HOi
2
my i
3
my i

b1
.45
.40
.39

b1
(.02)
(.02)
(.02)

b2
-.11
-.57
-.45

b2
(.03)
(.12)
(0.14)


b3

-0.03

b3

R2

(0.003)

6.1
6.2
6.6





Notes : Rows 1 and 2 of the table reports estimation results
for  log ^ti +1 = b0i + b1  log ^ti +1 +
b X i  log ^ti +1 + ti +1 : Rows

 2 t +1

3 of the table reports estimation results for  log ^ti +1 = b0i + b1  log ^ti +1 + b2 Xti +1  log ^ti +1 + b3 Xti +1 + ti +1 : In row 1, X i is
the region-spe i home-ownership rate (575 observations). In row 2 and row 3, X i = my i is the region-spe i housing ollateral ratio
(569 observations). It is measured as the residual from a regression of the log ratio of real per apita regional housing wealth to real per
apita labor in ome, log(hvti ) log(ti ), on a onstant and a time trend. A higher my i means more abundant ollateral in region i . In
all regressions  is disposable in ome. The oeÆ ients on the xed e e t b0i is not reported. Estimation is by feasible Generalized Least
Squares allowing for both ross-se tion heteros edasti ity and ontemporaneous orrelation. All regressions are for the period 1975-2000
for 23 US metropolitan areas, the longest period with metropolitan housing data.
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Table 5: Risk-Sharing Tests with Canadian Data.
Panel A

Coll. Measure
1
myf a
2
my i

b1
.15
.18

b1
(.02)
(.02)

b2
-2.03
-.83

b2
(.41)
(.28)

R2
37.3
34.9

Panel B: Wealth E e t

Coll. Measure
3
my i

b1
.18

b1
(.02)

b2
-.78

b2
(0:29)



b3
0:008


b3
(0:002)

R2
35.1


Notes : Row 1 (panel A) reports estimation results
for  log ^ti +1 = b0i + b1  log ^ti +1 +b2 Xti +1  log ^ti +1 + ti +1 . Finally, row 3 (panel


B) reports estimation results for  log ^ti +1 = b0i + b1  log ^ti +1 + b2 Xti +1  log ^ti +1 + b3 Xti +1 + ti +1 . Rows 1 uses the aggregate
ollateral measure for Canada myf a. In rows 2 and 3, X i is the regional ollateral measure my i in Canadian provin e i . Both the aggregate
and regional housing ollateral ratios are measured as the residual from a regression of the log ratio of real per apita regional housing wealth
to real per apita labor in ome on a onstant and a time trend. The oeÆ ients on the xed e e t, a0i or b0i are not reported. Estimation
is by feasible Generalized Least Squares allowing for both ross-se tion heteros edasti ity and ontemporaneous orrelation. All regressions
are for the period 1981-2003 for 10 Canadian provin es. The panel ontains 220 observations.
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Figure 1: Housing Collateral S ar ity and Consumption/In ome Dispersion in Model.
f (solid line, measured against the right axis) against
The gure plots a simulated time path for T = 500 of the ollateral s ar ity measure my
the ratio of regional onsumption dispersion to regional in ome dispersion (dashed line, measured against the left axis). The parameters are
= 2;  = :5; = :95. The average ollateral ratio is 10 per ent.
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Figure 2: Housing Collateral S ar ity and Consumption/In ome Dispersion in Data.
This gure plots the ratio of regional onsumption-to-in ome dispersion (dashed line, plotted against the right axis). Both onsumption and
in ome are measured in deviation from the ross-regional mean. The solid line is our ollateral s ar ity measure, plotted against the left
axis. The sample onsists of annual data from 1952 until 2002 for 23 US Metropolitan Statisti al Areas. The data are dis ussed in se tion
3.1.
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Figure 3: The Dispersion Anomaly.
S atter diagram of ollateral and onsumption-to-in ome dispersion ratios. The upper panel is for regions, while the lower panel is for
gt on the horizontal axis against the
households. The gure plots, for a simulated time path (T = 2; 500), the ollateral s ar ity measure my
ratio of onsumption dispersion ( ross-se tional standard deviation of regional onsumption in levels) to in ome dispersion ( ross-se tional
standard deviation of regional in ome in levels) on the verti al axis. In the upper panel, onsumption and in ome dispersion are measured
at the regional level, in the lower panel at the household level. The parameters are = 2;  = :5; = :95. The average ollateral ratio is
10 per ent.
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Figure 4: Household and Regional Consumption Dynami s.
Simulation of 100 observations from equilibrium for ben hmark e onomy. The parameters are = 2;  = :5; = :95. The average ollateral
ratio is 10 per ent. The top panel plots household onsumption ^tij+1 (full line) against household in ome ^tij+1 (dotted line) as a share of
the aggregate endowment for household j = 1; 2 in region i . The bottom panel plots regional onsumption ^ti +1 (full line) against regional
in ome ^ti +1 (dashed line) as a share of the aggregate endowment for region i .
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Figure 5: Collateral Supply and Consumption/In ome Dispersion.
S atter Plot of the ratio
of the ross-se tional standard deviation of regional onsumption to the ross-se tional standard deviation of
std (^i )
regional in ome std
against
the ollateral ratio my . Simulation from steady-state equilibria for an e onomy without aggregate risk.
(^
i )
Ea h dot represents an equilibrium for the e onomy with the housing ollateral ratio displayed on the horizontal axis. The parameters are
= 2;  = :5; = :95. The ollateral ratio my varies from 1 per ent to 18 per ent.
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Figure 6: Risk Sharing and Sensitivity of Consumption Growth to In ome Growth.
S atter Plot of the slope oeÆ ient in a onsumption growth regression against the ollateral ratio my . We run the following ross-se tional
regression:  log ^ti +1 = a0 + a1  log ^ti +1 + "it +1 ; i = 1; : : : ; 5000 with a panel of 5000 households. The gure plots a1 against my .
Simulation from steady-state equilibria for an e onomy without aggregate risk. Ea h dot represents an equilibrium for the e onomy with
the housing ollateral ratio displayed on the horizontal axis. The parameters are = 2;  = :5; = :95. The ollateral ratio my varies from
1 per ent to 18 per ent.
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